Dr. Bessie Stewart-Banks
Life Coach, Entrepreneur, Author & Speaker
‘’Change is not Change Until You Decide to Change”
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Tired of Living Beneath Your Privilege and
Want More Out of Life?
Learn the tips and skills needed to change the trajectory of your life and how to get what you
want out of it. These simple steps will create an environment of inspiration, resources, and
knowledge to help you grow personally and professionally. Photo credit: Michael Johnson, Abstract
Creative Perception Photography.
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The Power of Forgiveness
Renew your Purpose
Maximize from Life’s Failures
Awaken the Champion Within You
Improve Decision-Making Skills
From Employee to Employer
Create an Ecosystem of Learning: Life, Relationships
and Business

Book Dr. Stewart-Banks for your next speaking event
Contact info: bessieban27@gmail.coml | 470-213-5731

Dr. Bessie Stewart-Banks is an author, entrepreneur, life coach, and speaker. She is the
President/Founder of Easton Banks Learning & Life Center, Inc., a 501 (c) (3) non-profit
organization, Conscious of the Heart Publishing, LLC and the lead mentor for Sister Linkage
Mentoring Program. She is passionate about educating young women of all ages and walks in
life how to pursue their dreams in the face of adversity, limited resources and lack of support.
Alongside of being a motivational speaker, Dr. Stewart-Banks spreads the message of healing
and transformational change through her books. Since 2017 she has released three books: In
Finding Him I Found Me, Fear the Other F Word and Girlfriend I Forgive You.
Beyond Dr. Stewart-Banks’ professional gains she credits her success in life to her relationship
with Jesus Christ, her family, hard-work, consistency, the ability to embrace mistakes and learn
from them; and the determination to never settle for less than God’s best.

Testimonials
“I was very impressed with your coaching and mentoring abilities, as well as with the
amount of care and attention you showed to all the young ladies enrolled in the Sister
Linkage Mentoring Program. My daughter and I both feel very lucky to have been a part of
your program.”
– Charisse Gatling, Parent of SLMP Participant
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